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INNOVATIVE PADEL COURT SOLUTIONS 

Are you planning to have a padel court? Contact us and we will help you to find the
best innovative and practical solution not only for the private court but for the padel
club or arena. 
Professional Grip team will be happy to help you with padel court design, technical
drawings, planning, construction and maintenance. All our courts come with a
minimum five year warranty.

WHY GRIP?

Grip has build and/or installed more than 100 padel courts in Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia, Finland and Sweden. Our experienced team can offer not only a wide
selection of the highest quality padel courts models, but also the installing services
from A to Z. Every installation is unique, that’s why it's important to have a
professional advices from the very first step. Building size and ceilight high can play
the major role planning the court. If you are looking for outdoor court you should
consider climate, local landscape and many other factors in order to have a long
lasting and trouble-free court, tailored specifically for your location. Our experienced
team will advise you what the best options are. We will take care of everything from
design and ground preparation to the final installation works and the best light
solution for your court. We are the exclusive adidas padel distributors in the
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. 

WHY ADIDAS PADEL?

Padel is one of the fastest growing sports in the world today. There is a huge supply
in the market of Padel construction manufacturers (there are at least 120 padel
courts manufacturers in Spain alone). The Grip team has visited almost all the major
padel court manufacturers in Europe. We have inspected the production methods,
applied technologies, packaging and logistic solutions, etc. AFP Courts factory and
Adidas padel brand had the best solutions we were looking for the Baltic market.
Thanks to the innovation and continuous product improvement that adidas courts
are also able to guarantee the success of a project, complying with the highest
expectations of sportspeople and providing best experience for players and court
owners. 

You decide what you need and we
make it happen. 



CLASSIC

PANORAMIC

ALUMINIUM

COMPETITION

adidas FX 2.0

adidas AFP Panoramic 

The result of innovation, technology and high quality
along with the manufacturing process using the best
materials, offering the viewer absolute visibility and
the players a game without limits.

True to its origins and with unbeatable stability and
attractive, minimalist aesthetics allows us to
maximize the performance of your investment over
the long term being our best seller.

Transport this magnificent sport to any location in
the world to enjoy with best amateur and
professional tournaments in 360º.
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RedSport Pro

adidas Mobile 360º

The first adidas padel court manufactured in
aluminum and designed just for the most
demanding players. This new design of adidas
padel court provided with all its premium
components and an excellent durability becomes
part of the most sustainable and resistant padel
courts.

adidas /ALUMINUM RF 3.0



The only one official artificial World Padel Tour
turf guarantees faster playing speed and better
ball bounce. The textured filaments maximize the
dimensional memory of the carpet: the curled
fibres compress and return more quickly to their
original state, behaving like a spring.

MATERIALS & TECHNOLOGIES

LED

GLASS

AFP TURF

ANTI-INJURY MESH

LASER CUT PILLARS
WIND

ANTICORROSIVE PAINT

Texturized fiber

Increase the security

More glass protection

Exclusive led spotlight

Improve the court’s durability

Anticorrosive protection

More speed wind supported

AFP Turf texturized monofilament fiber to
guarantee a superior grip, consistent bounce
characteristics across the whole court. It
requires minimum maintenance and due to its
low-level infill, looks great all year round.

Exclusive asymmetrical led spotlight 306w, with
aluminum body, flat glass diffuser security,
high-performance reflectors and 5 years
warranty.

Laser cut anchor plates, designed with an
opening to install the pillars and specifically to
allow moisture egress.

10 or 12mm Toughened safety glass with
countersunk fixing holes for installation.

Anti-injury system of continuous folded mesh to
create a safe playing arena. It also benefits the
bounce of the ball and increases the protection
of the glass.

Primer powder epoxy resin and without zinc,
based on a system of High Density Crosslinking
(HDC) that improves the barrier effect and
provides excellent flexibility and very good
adhesion properties.

Maximum wind speed supported according to
the calculation based on the Wind Eurocode 1:
Action on structures - Part 1-4: General actions -
Wind actions [Authority: Per The European Union
Regulation 305/2011, Directive 98/34/EC, Directive
2004/18/EC].
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LED Tournament Edition
Exclusive LED solution up to 1500 lx A professional indoor lighting system that

provides amazing quality of illumination. 
No dazzling effect for player, best experience
for spectators. LED Tournament edition also
ensures a successful television broadcast.

MONDO SUPERCOURTS 
XN TURF

SAFITEX NOTIX PRO TURF

Notix has excellent resistance to wear and tear.
This means that the turf is perfectly suitable to
last over time even if subjected to intense
performance. Wide range of density from 42’000
up to 63’000 stiches/m2.

 Textured filaments 

D-tex yarn with latex finishing



MATERIALS & TECHNOLOGIES
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Matrix
Innovation in new patented matrix In cooperation with Hydro Company leader we

have developed a range of extruded aluminum
profiles exclusively for our padel courts. It is an
advanced fabrication with patented matrices
thought for padel courts.

Aluminum restore
Maximum durability Profiles and pillars in aluminum RESTORE by

Hydro to guarantee the durability of the padel
court with 100% recyclable material.
Manufactured from pre-used or post-used junk
on 80% and primary aluminum on 20%.
Moreover, our product is 100% (infinitely)
recyclable.Hydro

We are aluminum The aluminum that we use combines local
expertise, worldwide reach and unmatched
capabilities in R&D from Hydro, as a fully
integrated aluminum multinational company
present in 40 countries on all continents.

Cataphoresis
Corrosion resistance The painting process using the cataphoresis

method offers long-lasting, high-quality
products with high resistance to corrosion. It is
an automated painting system with electrical
charges that provides an excellent protection
before the final paintment.



adidas COURTS

adidas AG, Herzogenaurach – Apr 2021

2 mm pre-galvanised steel.
10 mm tempered glass.
Laser cut anchor plates for all posts.
Exclusive led 306 w.
Special adidas netpost and lighting pillars.
The adidas branding and certificate of authenticity.  
AFP or Mondo Supercourts XN Turf.

Materials&Technologies

adidas FX 2.0
Highlight your club.
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adidas COURTS

Materials&Technologies

Hub 4.0, Rovato – Sep 2021
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2 mm pre-galvanised steel.
12 mm tempered glass.
Laser cut anchor plates for all posts.
Exclusive led 306 w.
Special adidas netpost and curved lighting pillars.
The adidas branding and certificate of authenticity.  
AFP or Mondo Supercourts XN Turf.

adidas AFP Panoramic
The best in class.



adidas COURTS

Materials&Technologies

World Padel Tour Exhibition, Brussels – Sep 2019
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2 mm pre-galvanised steel.
12 mm tempered glass.
Mobile support plates 8 mm thickness.
Exclusive led 306 w.
Ends offer panoramic views without corner pillar. 
No ground anchorage.
AFP or Mondo Supercourts XN Turf.

adidas MOBILE 360º
The best tournament in 360º.



AFP COURTS

Materials&Technologies

Clubhuis TC Heusden, Zolder – Jan 2021
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2 mm pre-galvanised steel.
10 mm tempered glass.
Laser cut in all anchorage plate pillars. 
Led 4×306 w.
AFP, Mondo Supercourts XN or Safitex Notix PRO turf.

RedSport  PRO
The best selling padel court.



The first adidas padel court manufactured in aluminum and designed just for the
most demanding players. With a perfect combination between sportiveness and
toughness (robustness), it evoques the original FX 2.0 model, but at the same time,
it takes a step forward to the future thanks to its astonishing aesthetics. 

This new design of adidas padel court provided with all its premium components 
and an excellent durability becomes part of the most sustainable and resistant 
padel courts on our catalogue.
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Materials&Technologies

adidas  ALUMINUM RF 3.0
The best in class.



Each installed padel court 
means a won match.
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01 / New adidas aluminum RS 3.0/ 
New adidas aluminum padel court.

02 / Corner reinforcement / 

03 / Lamppost / 

04 / Netpost / 
Special adidas netpost and plate. 



Nick Club Padel, Barcelona – Jan 2020

Each installed padel court
means a won match.



 
We love the challenge of turning

your ideas into reality. 
Contact us:

+37068654495
darius@grip.lt

grip.lt
 

tel:+37068654495
mailto:darius@grip.lt

